




CHAIRS



Slender teakwood legs and 

strong steam beech frame 

with a stylish platter space, 

our Luke Chair is both 

stylish and functional.

LUKE 
CHAIR



Classic details like arched slender 

arms, a slightly angled back, and 

slender feet featuring strong 

teakwood construction with brass 

decorative add to the appeal and 

style of the chair.

DREW
CHAIR



Walnut finished comfortable 

armchair upholstered in PU, our 

'Swoon Chair' is a proof that form 

and function can truly coexist. 

Constructed of Rosewood and 

accentuated with brass decorations 

our 'Swoon Chair' is truly a classic.

SWOON
CHAIR



DAPPER
CHAIR

Structured in high-grade Indian 

teakwood with slender legs and bold 

black natural finish, Our Dapper Chair 

reflects a modern elite design. Button 

tufted upholstery, brass accents, and 

muted tones make this armchair a 

delight to own.



This classic Elle Chair done in 

contemporary lines is elegant and 

sophisticated. The form blends 

perfectly in living rooms as well as 

bedrooms. The seat rests on a tripod 

made of kiln-dried Rosewood 

finished with an Espresso stain.

ELLE
CHAIR



ROSS
CHAIR

The deep overstuffed seat is covered in 

heavily textured velvet and the arms are 

covered in contrasting solid colors. Legs 

and frame are made of kiln-dried Indian 

Rosewood and finished in ebonized 

exposed vein texture.



SLAT BACK
CHAIR

The deep overstuffed seat is covered in 

heavily textured velvet and the arms are 

covered in contrasting solid colors. Legs 

and frame are made of kiln-dried Indian 

Rosewood and finished in ebonized 

exposed vein texture.



An interesting armchair in a 

compact package. The Dudeley

Chair is wrapped in a shiny PU, 

supported on shiny brass legs. An 

angular tufted upholstery and 

interesting curvy armrest add 

appeal to the overall look.

DUDELEY
CHAIR



Our Santiago chair is done in the 

style of Gio Ponti with delicate form 

yet sturdy construction. The frame 

is made from kiln-dried teak wood 

polished in mahogany color. The 

upholstery is done in a Fornasetti

inspired print of quirky spaceships.

SANTIAGO
CHAIR



SOPHIE
CHAIR

Featuring a stylish armchair in a 

compact package. Structured in Teak 

wood with slender legs and curved rolled 

armrest the 'Sophie Chair' reflects a 

modern elite design. Natural walnut 

finished armchair in PU upholstery, our 

'Sophie Chair' is a proof that form and 

function can truly coexist.



This charming Dunkan Chair is a 

welcome addition to any home. The 

simple silhouette Steam Beech Wood 

construction and solid-toned upholstery 

give the sofa its understated appeal, 

while the sturdy arms and tufted back 

add a traditional appeal.

DUNKAN
CHAIR



The Cadena is the embodiment of the 

heartbreaker, the belle, the ultimate charmer. A 

seductive twist on the classic Gio Ponti design, 

the Cadena has layers of delicate sensuality in 

its design. The ebonized Indian Rosewood 

frame done in an exposed vein finish 

harmonizes beautifully with the PU upholestry

CADENA
CHAIR



The extra thick chair frame is made of 

kiln-dried Indian rosewood finished in a 

black exposed vein texture. The back is 

a stitched sling in black and red tone 

providing extreme comfortable as a 

lounger. The seat and back are in a 

uni-cushion style with one side in red 

velvet and the other in textured black 

microfiber

RACERBACK
CHAIR



ZERINE
CHAIR

Styled after an iconic Harvey Probers design, 

this over half circle chair is a masterpiece of 

mid-century design and craftsmanship. The 

back is done in classic Singapore Cane 

providing airy comfort and elegance. The seat is 

covered in an abstract embroidered velvet and 

the frame is constructed out of kiln dried 

Rosewood. Can be used with or without a back 

cushion.



RODIN CHAIR

The frame comprises of Espresso stained 

wooden legs with Brass Finished armrests 

providing a sharp contrast. The base is 

upholstered with a Leather or PU fabric over a 

thin layer of foam leaving some generous room 

for the user to adjust.



The back has an ergonomic structure done in bent 

plywood and covered with Mocha distressed PU. The seat 

is stuffed with high-density foam and over-wrapped with 

poly-fil making it an extremely comfortable chair. The legs 

and stretchers are made out of ebonized Indian Rosewood. 

The sabots are made out of machined and lacquered brass.

LESLIE CHAIR



ELVIS CHAIR

Simplicity and grace highlight our exquisite 

looking 'Elvis Chair'. Solid rosewood 

construction, traditional cane weaving, an 

alluring dual-toned upholstery and a natural 

walnut finish crafted legs make this chair a 

delight to adorn your home space



Our 'Iris Chair' is a perfect example to add 

glamour to your living spaces and lounge area. 

Solid wooden slender legs and glossy PU 

upholstery gives it an altogether glamorous look. 

Its angular backseat and ample seating space 

ensure comfort.

IRIS CHAIR



Produced in the style of T.H.Robsjohn Gibbings, 

this streamlined American design has been re-

interpreted using contemporary materials. Slats 

at the back are rose gold plated and the frame is 

finished in exposed vein. Constructed with 

Indian rosewood, covered in patina print velvet, 

this extra-wide chair provides comfort and 

elegance in any living room.

SLATBACK 
CHAIR



A classic late Regency beauty, made with 

teakwood and polyester with a velvet sitting, 

this Amayra chair provides utmost comfort. 

Its frame has a vintage finish which 

complements the soft velvet sitting, and the 

contoured back and armrest makes it more 

elegant and comfy.

AMARYA CHAIR



The slightly tilted back chair in solid hues is 

constructed in high-grade Rosewood frame and 

accentuated with brass caps on its sleek slender 

natural finished legs, ensuring a comfortable 

seating. This classic design and top quality 

construction are available in fabric and PU.

ERVING CHAIR



Solid rosewood construction, traditional cane 

weaving, attractive brass caps and natural 

walnut finish handmade to precision describes 

our very comfortable Godwin Chair. Its 

simplicity and natural charm is sure to attract 

an onlooker and would want one to adorn the 

living space.

GODWIN CHAIR



Simplicity and sheer comfort are 

highlighted in our cane weaved 'Rey Chair' 

Handmade to precision in Rosewood frame 

and cane weave backrest, our Rey Chair is a 

classic. This natural walnut finished chair 

is a delight to introduce to your interiors.

REY CHAIR



Kia has been the most ambitious chair design 

for our team. Based on an old classic Empire 

library chair design, the form has been totally 

deconstructed to lay bare the upholstery 

components. These have been copper plated to 

turn them into decorative accents. The Ram 

head is finely carved with intricate details and 

antique finished.

KIA CHAIR



Nayila is a superbly crafted low back lounge 

chair. Exquisitely carved details, brass sabots, 

and plush upholstery make Nayila an object of 

desire ideal for any home. Use it as a compact 

club chair or a desk chair, Nayila offers elegance 

and comfort.

NAYILA CHAIR



Shahjahan brings to life an old world charm in a 

new look. With its barley-twist legs, arms and 

stretches carved in high relief design, back 

covered in an Italian trompe l'oeil pattern and 

the seat covered in plush velvet, this chair is an 

unmatched object of beauty and luxury.

SHAHAJAHAN 
CHAIR



SOFAS



The luxurious 'Alana Sofa' which is constructed of high-grade teak wood and covered with a lustrous 

walnut finished PU is all set to enhance the look of your living room. Ample tufted back height and 

armrest ensures utmost comfort while its solid construction and bold design will surely attract your 

guests at get-togethers

ALANA SOFA



Framed on Steam Beech with sturdy teak wood construction on its feat our Alex Sofa has a comfortable 

look. Gently tufted curved armrest ups the appeal of this dainty piece which is sure to add elegance to 

your living room.

ALEX SOFA



Our gently rolled curved arm 'Avian Sofa' is comfortable and elegant. It's wrapped in a calming blue 

vertical stripe upholstery that perfectly complements the antique walnut finished antique wood carving 

giving an elegant look without sacrificing the comfort you are looking for.

AVIAN SOFA



This bold Dunkan Sofa is full of timeless mid-century features. Supported on brass legs and covered in 

PU, the sofa offers exceptional comfort with its slender armrest and tufted back.

DUNKAN SOFA



The Eric Sofa will surely pop your eyes out with its amazing look.The color and material of the sofa add 

to the style of the sofa. With maximized seating space and armrests to lean against it is designed for 

how you use it.

ERIC SOFA



A posh pick, this luxurious four tapered feet in teak wood construction and wrapped in a satin finished 

PU upholstery is truly an understated addition to your interiors. Though its classic hue beautifully 

blends into your abode, straight and sturdy arms cushions with tufted back add a dash of distinction.

HUDSON SOFA



Irin is a one of a kind two seater sofa with a form that makes it useful for hallways, bedrooms and living 

rooms. It can be used as a dining bench. Based on a mid-century design of Maurizio Tempestini, this 

multi-functional has been given a young makeover for interiors of today.

IRIN SOFA



The luxurious 'Alana Sofa' which is constructed of high-grade teak wood and covered with a lustrous 

walnut finished PU is all set to enhance the look of your living room. Ample tufted back height and 

armrest ensures utmost comfort while its solid construction and bold design will surely attract your 

guests at get-togethers

NIKO SOFA



The Leo sofa will surely pop your eyes out with its amazing look. Made from Steam beach, it's the 

perfect pick for your living room. The color and the material of our Leo sofa is the perfect combination 

that you have been looking for.

LEO SOFA



The Mariner has the perfect balance of sophistication and simplicity. It's glistening spherical and 

conical brass legs beautifully complement the upholstery done in a mocha-themed polymer fabric. This 

one brings a sense of symmetry and style to any space.

THE MARINER
SECTIONAL SOFA



A mid-century modern design with a contemporary twist, the Melfi sofa has a subtle yet imposing 

presence. The upholstery is done in Dobby fabric that is characterized by a superfluous texture with 

subtle geometric patterns. The alternating shades on the fabric provide another layer of contrast, while 

the wooden buttons bring a slight chesterfield look adding to its overall appeal. Clearly, a study in 

contrasts.

THE MELFI SOFA



Our Traveler's Sofa will be one of the inviting pieces in your home. Its generous proportions make it a 

perfect pick to catch a quick nap. Place it in your living room and create a cozy and comfy spot.

THE TRAVELLER SOFA



Smooth, sleek and spacious, our Vincent Sofa offers plenty of room for family and friends to stretch out 

and relax. Covered in a soft-hued PU over Seam Beech frame and supported on brass legs, the sofa is a 

stunning option for your living room. Offering absolute comfort and durability, the 'Vincent' will provide 

you with years of comfort and enjoyment.

THE VINCENT
SOFA



Our 'Charles Sofa' speaks of compact form and clever design. Framed on Steam Beech with sturdy teak 

wood construction on its feat our Charles Sofa has a comfortable look. Gently tufted curved armrest ups 

the appeal of this dainty piece which is sure to add elegance to your living room.

THE CHARLES
SOFA




